
FEATURE BENEFIT

TRUE-SHEEN  high gloss exterior shell High gloss finish unlike dull Filon, easier to maintain, definitely better looking.

FRICTION HINGE entry door mechanism
Protects hands against slamming doors, no more unit damage due to flimsy 

tiebacks, full 180 degree opening for easy loading/unloading.

Prepped for SOLAR POWER  sourcing and BACK UP 

CAMERA

Conveniently allowing you the option to "unplug" from the hustle and bustle world 

and keep an eye on your investment rolling down the open road.

50 AMP ELECTRICAL SERVICE  including PREP FOR 2ND 

AC

Provides the additional amperage cushion to run more of today's modern 

appliances without blowing breakers, allows for a simple 2nd AC install to keep 

you extra cool if you so desire.

TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING  system
Convenient safety check before heading off ensuring that your tire pressure is up 

to the task, easy to read…RED=bad…GREEN=good, proper pressure also means 

better gas mileage.

Gen III electric AUTO LEVELING  system
2x as fast as Gen II, maintains hitch height memory, simple one touch and walk-

away setup…after all, you're on vacation!

EZ-STOW  accessory storage rack system
200 lbs. of storage capacity (not including spare), bulky/dirty items no longer 

have to go in your basement, allows you to bring more stuff for extended stays.

HEATED AND ENCLOSED  gate valves and underbelly
Necessary for those campers that want to extend their season, keeps the 

undercarriage protected and gives pests an additional barrier to contend with.

COLOSSAL CAMPER  4-drawer, french door refrigerator
Seriously?!...just look at it, significantly larger capacity means more cool storage 

for your trip, coupled with 1000w pure-sine wave power inverter for safe electricity 

flow.  

ENHANCED LED LIGHTING  inside and out
No more cooking in the dark, longer component life means less maintenance, 

brighter light means better visibility by other drivers on the road at night,  

SEAMLESS  COUNTERTOPS  throughout unit
Sleek modern look of solid surface without the additional cost or weight, easy to 

clean, no T-mold edge to collect water or debris.

CINEMAX SEATING  (cup holders, massage, heat & 

backlighting)

COMFORT!  Comes with heat, massage, backlit cup holders and ambient 

underlighting, convenient storage for remotes, magazines, lays almost flat for 

snoozing, perfect angle to TV.

Double high output USB CHARGING PORTS
Giving the modern "Glamper" more of what they need, at least (5) double port 

outlets in every unit, conveniently located at bunks, bed side, kitchen base and 

sofa arms.

Deluxe SOFT PULL  roller shades in main slide area Significantly blocks out cold, heat and light, color coordinated, smooth operation.

FIREPLACE  with remote
5200 BTU's of heat, multiple settings for heat, light and fan speed, all electric 

which saves on prescious LP, comes with a fully functional remote for ease of use.

VERSA-BED  adjustable, powered sleep system
Provide an array of comfortable reclining positions in bed for watching TV or 

reading, in the "up" position the bedroom floor space increases 2x.

**NOT ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE ON ALL MODELS**

"SWEET 16"


